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We thank our peer reviewers for their time, expertise, and dedication to the Journal of the American Board of Family Medicine (JABFM). The JABFM peer reviewers serve a vital role in contributing to the field of family medicine and the scientific community. We take this opportunity to acknowledge and thank our peer reviewers for their support during the past year. In 2014, 417 individuals provided 508 peer reviews and advice regarding the suitability of articles for publication in the JABFM. Reviewers took an average of 23 days to submit a review.

Top Reviewers
We would like to recognize our top reviewers. Each of the manuscripts submitted to the JABFM suitable for peer review is evaluated and scored by the editors. In the list below, peer reviewers with an asterisk next to their name are our top reviewers for 2014 based on evaluation scores plus quantity of critiques provided.

Seeking New Reviewers
We also enjoy welcoming new peer reviewers into the fold. Peer reviewing is a vital service activity that helps authors and researchers improve their work. Reviewers are always free to decline a request or to indicate periods of unavailability. If you would like to volunteer to review for the JABFM, please download and complete the Peer Reviewer Form, which can be accessed at http://jabfm.org/site/misc/PeerReviewForm.doc; then, e-mail it along with your curriculum vitae to jabfm@med.wayne.edu or fax it to 313-577-9828. Thank you!
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2014 Peer Reviewers

Nahed Abdel-Haq
John Abramson
David A. Acosta
Alan M. Adelman
David C. Agerter
Erin J. Aiello
Stephen C. Alder
Grace A. Alfonsi
Mohammad M. Alkot
Deborah Allen*
William A. Alto*
Jennifer R. Amico
Christine Arenson
Bengt Arnetz
Vikram Arora
Latifi A. Asrar

Russell T. Attridge
John Bachman
Michael T. Baer
Seong-Yi Baik
Steffani R. Bailey
Suzanne Bakken*
Lodovico Balducci
Mikhail Bargan
Matthew G. Barnes*
Beth Barnet
Donald Barr
Kirsten Barrett
John W. Beasley
Bruce G. Bender
Ian M. Bennett*
Keisa Bennett

Terrell Benold
Alfred O. Berg*
George R. Bergus
Ravi Bhargava
Charles J. Billington
Juliann Binienda
Rajesh Bhipeta
Arthur E. Blank
Debra Boardley
Thomas Bodenheimer
Linda Boise
John M. Boltri*
Robert C. Bowman
Massimo Broggi
Carlos Brotons
Subbaraju Budharaju
*Top reviewers in 2014 (based on quantity and quality of peer reviews written).